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In 2017, award winning filmmaker Eric Swinderman and his wife Hortencia
started  Young Filmmakers Academy with the goal of creating the region's
only film education program geared towards kids and teens.

The goal was simple. To create a fun, creative, safe and diverse
environment for like minded teens with a love and passion for
movies to come together and explore the art of filmmaking from
an artistic, academic and cultural point of view.

The idea of creating a space where kids with different world
views could come together to explore ideas through cinema got
us excited and within days of our initial conversation we were off
an running. 

Studies show that kids who engage in arts education, excel in
other areas like math and science. Furthermore kids who study
film improve in social areas like teamwork and problem solving. 

The annual summer camp was created to allow students  to
make their own movie and see it in a real movie theater setting,
but they were able to do so under the tutelage of award winning
Hollywood professionals who had worked some of the most
successful projects in film and television; movies like The
Avengers and the Fast and the Furious. TV programs like Frasier
and The King of Queens. 

From there our program grew to offer an after school program, workshops and even a film festival.

But we want more. We envision so much more for this program and believe we have only begun to scratch the
surface.

Student athletes have the weight room and the practice field. Drama students have the theater. We envision YFA
to be to the young aspiring filmmaker, what the gym and the stage are to others. A home away from home and a
place where ideas, culture, acceptance, diversity, problem solving and art meld into one. 

We are excited to share this concept with you. Moreover, we are excited to share this concept with our region,
our state and the world. For we truly believe we can shape minds and change lives. We've already begun to.

Eric Swinderman
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

A MESSAGE FROM YFA



SUMMER FILM

WORKSHOPS

ADVANCED & BEGINNER SUMMER WORKSHOPS
Young Filmmakers Academy Summer Workshops are a multi-faceted filmmaking experience
in which students from all walks of life come together to write, shoot and edit a real film from
start to finish with the help of award-winning industry professionals and mentors. The camps
culminate in a Red Carpet Premiere of their films where they will be seen by a packed house
of filmmakers, media, fans, friends and family.

BEGINNER SUMMER WORKSHOP 
A introductory workshop for our younger filmmakers. Similar to the
advanced program but with more of an education element and
condensed into one week. 

 



SUMMER FILM

WORKSHOPS

ADVANCED SUMMER WORKSHOP (AGES 12-17)
Young Filmmakers Academy Summer Workshops are a multi-faceted filmmaking
experience in which students from all walks of life come together to write, shoot and edit a
real film from start to finish with the help of award-winning industry professionals and
mentors. The camp culminates in a Red Carpet Premiere of their film where their movie
will be seen by a packed house of filmmakers, media, fans, friends and family.

STUDENTS CAN CHOOSE TO ATTEND 1, 2 OR ALL 3 WEEKS
   ONE WEEK | $499        TWO WEEKS | $899      THREE WEEKS | $1200  



SUMMER FILM

WORKSHOPS

BEGINNERS WORKSHOP (AGES 8-11)
This program is geared towards our younger students. It's a week long workshop designed to
give our younger kids a taste of what the advanced workshop is all about. Students in this age
range who have attended previous camps may be grandfathered into the advanced program..
The students of this class will will attend the red carpet premiere where their project will
screen before the main attraction. 

MAKE A MOVIE FROM START TO FINISH IN JUST ONE WEEK | $399

JUNE 5 - 9 



8 WEEK
FILM SCHOOL

4 SESSIONS IN 2023
YFA's 8 week program is designed to give your child a crash course in how to
create professional movies from start to finish. From screenwriting to lighting and
sound, to camera work to editing, Our award-winning instructors will guide your
child through the creative process and onto a journey of artistic expression using
the cinematic arts. Classes are held Tuesday nights during the school year.

25% OFF when you 
book all 4 sessions

SESSION DATES:
EARLY WINTER | JAN. 10 - FEB. 28
SPRING | APRIL 4 - MAY 30
FALL | SEPT. 5 - OCT. 24
LATE WINTER | NOV. 7 - DEC. 19

SESSION COST:
ONE CLASS | $299
ALL 4 CLASSES | $944



SPECIALIZED

CLASSES

4 SESSIONS IN 2023
YFA's 8 Specialized Class Sessions are designed to delve deeper in to individual
aspects of filmmaking, giving your child a more in depth knowledge and skill set in the
industry.  From Screenwriting, to Acting to Sketch Comedy to Special FX, your child will
spend four weeks learning from industry insiders who teach from experience. Classes
are from 6pm-8pm during the school year.

COURSE SELECTION AND DATES:
METHOD ACTING | FEB. 1 - FEB. 22 (TUESDAYS)
SKETCH COMEDY | MARCH 7 - MARCH 28 (TUESDAYS)
SPECIAL EFFECTS | MARCH 8 - MARCH 29 (WEDNESDAYS)
SCREENWRITING | JUNE 6 - JUNE 27 (TUESDAYS)

SESSION COST:
ONE CLASS | $275
ALL 4 CLASSES | $825

25% OFF when you 
book all 4 sessions



We provide our acting students with the opportunity to discover, nurture and explore their
own uniqueness and merge that into the script to stand out on the set or on stage. 

The classes at our studio are centered around The Sanford Meisner Technique. Meisner
Training is an interdependent series of exercises that build upon one another. The more
complex work supports a command of dramatic text.

Our students learn to create a unique, original character that is truly their own. In our
workshops we teach the student to trust themselves to live naturally and effortlessly on
camera, or on stage. Through the Meisner system, the actor becomes fearless and gains
a strong confidence that can be applied to all areas of life. 

The young actor develops a love for the work, and with this, the ability to survive and work
as an actor, if that becomes his or her choice.

METHOD ACTING

FOR BEGINNERS

"ACTING IS BELIEVING"
                           —Sanford Meisner

TUESDAYS: FEBRUARY 1 -22



INTRO TO SKETCH

COMEDY WRITING

TUESDAYS: MARCH 7 -28

LIVE FROM LAKEWOOD, IT'S SKETCH COMEDY WRITING! 

In this course we will cover different sketch formats, working in a writers room, pitching
your ideas confidently, and revising a final script. This class is for kids and teens ages 12-
17 who love to make people smile.

Instructor Eric Swinderman studied at the world famous Second City and is an Emmy
nominated TV and Film writer and director. Through his experiences working with various
groups and shows, you'll learn the craft of sketch comedy writing and "what makes
something funny?" 

The 4 week class includes 3 weeks of writing and rehearsal and culminates in a live
performance of the class work.



SPECIAL EFFECTS

MAKEUP & DESIGN

WEDNESDAYS: MARCH 8 -29

This Character & Special FX Makeup course provides instruction by professional artist
Billy Butcher on 3- dimensional makeup skills and techniques. 

Students learn character makeup and appliance fabrication and application
techniques to create any transformation required for the creative development of the
story written for film, television, or theatrical productions. 



INTRODUCTION TO

SCREENWRITING

TUESDAYS: JUNE 6 -27

Every great film begins with a blank piece of paper or an empty
computer screen, until the story flows out of its writer. In this course
the students will learn what makes a great script, how to properly
format it to industry standards and how to write compelling dialogue
from award winning screenwriter Eric Swinderman (Made in Cleveland,

The Enormity of Life, Worker Bea)



BEGIN YOUR 

JOURNEY TODAY

REGISTRATION FOR 
2023 IS NOW OPEN
VISIT WWW.YOUNGFILMMAKERSACADEMY.ORG/PROGRAMS


